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Abstract. Linear solvers for large and sparse systems are a key element of scientific applications,
and their efficient implementation is necessary to harness the computational power of current com-
puters. Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) Preconditioners are a popular ingredient of such linear solvers;
this is the motivation for the present work where we examine some recent developments in a package
of AMG preconditioners to improve efficiency, scalability and robustness on extreme scale problems.
The main novelty is the design and implementation of a new parallel coarsening algorithm based
on aggregation of unknowns employing weighted graph matching techniques; this is a completely
automated procedure, requiring no information from the user, and applicable to general symmetric
positive definite (s.p.d.) matrices. The new coarsening algorithm improves in terms of numerical
scalability at low operator complexity over decoupled aggregation algorithms available in previous
releases of the package. The preconditioners package is built on the parallel software framework
PSBLAS, which has also been updated to progress towards exascale. We present weak scalability
results on two of the most powerful supercomputers in Europe, for linear systems with sizes up to
O(1010) unknowns.
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1. Introduction. Solving algebraic linear systems of the form:
(1.1) Ax = b,
whereA ∈ Rn×n is a very large and sparse matrix and x, b ∈ Rn are vectors, is the most
time consuming computational kernel in many areas of computational science and
engineering, including more recent fields such as data and network analysis. Efficient
and scalable methods and software libraries for solving such systems on the current
generation of pre-exascale parallel computers are a key technology for high-resolution
and high-fidelity simulations and analysis [2].
The Energy oriented Center of Excellence (EoCoE II) is a project funded by the
EU to enhance computing applications in the field of renewable energy generation and
deployment to run on near future exascale parallel computers. In EoCoE II, four out of
the five flagship codes require efficient solution of systems of type (1.1) with sizes larger
than 1010 to have reliable and predictive simulations of multi-physics phenomena; the
size rapidly grows towards exascale as the models include more physics and ever
more reliable mathematical formulations. Often the linear systems originate from
time-dependent and/or non-linear models, so that the system (1.1) has to be solved
multiple times within an iterative procedure; in this case the re-use of operators, such
as preconditioners and/or Jacobian matrices, becomes crucial to reduce the overall
time to solution.
In this paper we will discuss out work on extensions of a package of Algebraic
MultiGrid (AMG) preconditioners, motivated by EoCoE II applications and built on
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top of the parallel software framework PSBLAS (Parallel Sparse Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines), which implements parallel basic linear algebra operations tailored for
iterative sparse linear solvers [24, 26]. The main objective of the extensions was
to improve efficiency, scalability and robustness of the preconditioners package, by
employing novel AMG algorithms, to work better at extreme scale. The extension
also required a reworking of some basic kernels for parallel distributed matrix and
data types management, for data communication, as well as the implementation of
some additional Krylov and stationary iterative methods in the PSBLAS framework.
AMG methods are widely used as preconditioners in the iterative solution of large
and sparse linear systems, in particular when the systems originate from the discretiza-
tion of elliptic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), on structured or unstructured
meshes. Their success stems from their potential to achieve optimal complexity, that
is a computational complexity that is linear in the size of the system, and on opti-
mal convergence properties which ensure, in some cases, that the number of linear
iterations to obtain a given accuracy remains almost constant for increasing system
size [33, 37, 39]. The latter optimality property is often defined as algorithmic or
numerical scalability [16], and is a necessary condition to have truly scalable AMG.
Many more technological aspects have to be taken into account for efficient implemen-
tations on pre-exascale parallel machines, where many thousands of computational
cores are distributed among parallel nodes connected by high-speed networks; often
some nodes are equipped with accelerators exploiting fine-grained data parallelism and
limited size high-speed memories, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Since
the introduction of AMG methods, substantial efforts have been put in the design and
implementation of efficient packages for their use as parallel preconditioners. Among
these packages we cite here Hypre [22], which is widely used in many scientific appli-
cations and is under continuous development to include new methods and software
infrastructure for the exascale challenge [2]. In the early 2000s we proposed a package
of parallel preconditioners, written in modern Fortran and exploiting basic concepts
of object-oriented programming [13, 17]; previous versions include AMG precondi-
tioners based on the smoothed aggregation method introduced in [36]. In this paper
we present the most recent activities for extending the package with new aggregation
methods, smoothers and coarsest solvers; all these developments have been driven by
the desire to achieve extreme scalability and flexibility with respect to the problem
size and to the number and features of parallel processors. The paper is organized
as follows. In section 2 we describe the improvements in the PSBLAS framework for
moving towards exascale. Section 3 introduces AMG preconditioners and presents the
main features and computational kernels of the new parallel algorithm for coarsening;
we focus on the convergence properties of the resulting AMG preconditioner for the
different parallel smoothers available in the new version of the package. In section 4
we present the model problem and the parallel machines used in our study; section 5
provides an exhaustive analysis of the performance results. Finally section 6 addresses
some concluding remarks.
2. PSBLAS towards exascale. Our development is based on the PSBLAS frame-
work [26, 24, 14, 25]. Originally introduced for clusters that at the time were large-
scale, it has gone through a number of revisions to keep up with the technology devel-
opment of the past two decades, and the movement towards exascale is no exception.
The software framework contains the computational building blocks for Krylov-type
linear solvers on parallel computers, as well as support infrastructure to ease the writ-
ing of a parallel application using them. In particular, we introduced: 1. a framework
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for handling the mapping between the global index space of the problem and the
local portions of the data structures [26]; 2. the handling and optimization of the halo
data exchange, also known as nearest-neighbour data exchange, the essential com-
munication kernel; 3. an object-oriented architecture that enables choosing storage
formats for sparse matrices and switching them at runtime to adapt to the applica-
tion needs [24, 14]; 4. a plugin for seamless integration of GPUs [14, 25]. During
the development of the EoCoE project we have improved the handling of large index
spaces requiring 8-byte integers, streamlined the process of setting up the data struc-
tures for halo data exchange, and also implemented some new computational kernels
prompted by the extension of the preconditioners package.
In applications dealing with a large and sparse linear system, the system matrix
is typically associated with a graph, examples being the discretization mesh of a
PDE and the graph representing a complex network. All such applications handle
the global numbering of the graph, which induces the global numbering of unknowns
and matrix indices. In normal practice the global graph/matrix is partitioned and
split among processes, and each portion local to a process is handled through a local
numbering scheme. The solution in PSBLAS is to have an index map object container in
the communication descriptor to keep track of the correspondence between local and
global indices. With the target of handling more than 1010 degrees of freedom (dofs), it
is clear that global indices require 8-byte integers, but that does not necessarily mean
that any individual portion will require the same; indeed, having the local portions
of the matrices run over 4-byte integers provides memory savings that can be quite
significant, especially when we consider accelerators such as NVIDIA GPUs which do
not support virtual memory and for which memory management is a major concern
for the developer. In the current development version of PSBLAS we can choose at
configuration time the number of bytes for local and global numbering separately,
with the default of using 4 bytes for local and 8 bytes for global indices.
One of the main design points of PSBLAS was to make it as easy as possible for
the application developer to specify the distribution of the index space, with the only
constraint that each global index/dof point is owned by one process; this is done at
the time the descriptor for the index space is created. After this step, all processes
need to figure out with whom they need to exchange data. In general there will be
some mesh points whose value is needed to carry out the local part of the computation
but are not locally owned, and are known as the halo; for each halo index, we need to
know the owner process. This question would be easy to answer if we had available
a vector mapping each index to a process; indeed, that is one of the possible ways to
partition an index space, but for very large index spaces this would imply an excessive
memory footprint. Instead, we normally keep an amount of auxiliary memory that
is proportional to the number of local and halo indices on the current process, a
solution scalable for increasing number of computational cores; this can be done in
two main variants, with a set of hash tables, or by imposing the constraint that the
global indices owned by a process must be contiguous. Finding the process owning
halo indices is equivalent to establishing a process topology mesh. To help with the
construction of the data exchange lists: 1. we have devised a new iterative algorithm
to identify the owner process for a given non-local index; 2. we defined a new interface
for the user to provide additional information about the process topology, if available;
3. we create, when necessary, a copy of the index map employing a renumbering into
a block-contiguous format, so as to speed up halo ownership identification.
The algorithm to identify index owners is based on the concept of neighbouring
processes, i.e. processes that own indices needed by each other. The iterative algo-
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rithm alternates between probing, in which a global communication among processes
establishes the ownership of a subset of the indices, and neighbour communication,
in which the newly acquired neighbouring information is used to sweep through the
remaining indices; the process is iterated until all index owners have been identified.
Each of the communication steps has a limit on the amount of data to be exchanged,
and potentially can be split into multiple sub-iterations; the data/memory limit can
be adjusted by the user. In a block-contiguous numbering it is possible to determine
index ownership by knowing the size of each contiguous block; this simplifies the oper-
ation, and therefore the library uses this numbering for auxiliary index maps internal
to the preconditioner objects. All these aspects are handled internally by the software
with minimal input by the user; they influence the setup time of the linear system
and of the preconditioner, but have minimal to no impact on the runtime of the solver
methods.
3. AMG for PSBLAS. In [13, 17, 3] we proposed a package of AMG precon-
ditioners built on top of the PSBLAS framework; the first version of the package
implemented a multilevel version of some domain decomposition preconditioners of
additive-Schwarz type and was based on a parallel decoupled version of the smoothed
aggregation method described in [36, 34] to generate the multilevel hierarchy of coarser
matrices. In this paper we will present a new version of the package, which inherits
all the new features of the PSBLAS infrastructure and significantly extends the previ-
ous version in terms of algorithms and software modules. We are thereby improving
flexibility, robusteness and computational complexity, yet preserving numerical scala-
bility and concurrency of the preconditioners when tens of thousands cores are used,
and we also include support for GPU accelerators. Given the number of changes
and the increase in scope, we also decided to change the name of the package to
AMG4PSBLAS. In the following we review main features of the AMG methods, so that
we can better describe the new parallel algorithms proposed in this paper and included
in AMG4PSBLAS.
3.1. Introduction to AMG. In the sequel we will consider systems of the
type (1.1) where A is symmetric and positive-definite (s.p.d.). An AMG method
applied to these systems can be viewed as a particular instance of a general stationary
iterative method:
x(k) = x(k−1) +B(b−Ax(k−1)), k = 1, 2, . . . given x(0) ∈ Rn,
where the matrix B is defined by recursion, as described in the following. Let Al be
a sequence of coarse matrices computed by the usual triple-matrix Galerkin product:
Al+1 = (Pl)
TAlPl, l = 0, . . . , nl − 1,
with A0 = A and Pl a sequence of prolongation matrices of size nl×nl+1, with nl+1 <
nl and n0 = n. Let Ml an A-convergent smoother for Al, i.e., ‖I −M−1l Al‖Al < 1,
where I is the identity matrix of size nl and ‖ · ‖Al indicates the Al norm. The pre-
conditioner matrix B for the well known V (1, 1) cycle, where 1 sweep of pre and post
smoothing step is applied, is the linear operator corresponding to the multiplicative
composition of the following error propagation matrices:
(3.1) I −BlAl = (I − (Ml)−TAl)(I − PlBl+1(Pl)TAl)(I −M−1l Al) ∀l < nl,
assuming that Bnl ≈ A−1nl is an approximation of the inverse of the coarsest-level
matrix [37]. The main feature of the AMG methods is that the preconditioner setup
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is completely algebraic, i.e. the prolongation matrices Pl and the smoothers Ml are
defined using only information from the corresponding matrices Al. This is the main
strength of AMG methods with respect to their geometric counterparts; indeed, in
principle they may be applied to general linear systems not originating from PDEs.
Their convergence properties depend critically on the ability to define coarsening pro-
cedures and prolongation matrices which represent well at each new level the lower
end of the spectrum of A. We refer the reader to [37, 39] for the general theory of
AMG methods. Two main approaches are used to setup the hierarchy of prolonga-
tion matrices in a completely algebraic setting: the so-called classical coarsening and
the coarsening by aggregation [33, 39]. The classical coarsening separates the original
index set into either coarse indices (C-indices), which form the coarse level, and fine
indices (F-indices), whose unknowns will be interpolated by the C-indices values. The
choice of interpolation formulas to transfer unknown values from coarser to finer lev-
els defines the corresponding prolongation matrices. Coarsening by aggregation uses
disjoint aggregates of fine unknowns to form the coarse unknowns and, in general,
the prolongation matrices are piecewise-constant interpolation matrices (unsmoothed
aggregation [30, 20, 10]) or a smoothed variant of them (smoothed aggregation [36]).
In both cases, the way to select aggregates of fine level variables normally exploits
heuristics measures of affinity (also known as strength of connection) among the vari-
ables; these measures have been constructed for systems arising from scalar elliptic
PDEs, and often loose their robustness for more general systems. This paper deals
with aggregation-based approaches and, in particular, we present a parallel aggrega-
tion scheme exploiting maximum weight matching in the weighted adjacency graph
of the sparse matrices at each level.
3.2. Parallel aggregation based on weighted graph matching. We present
the first version of a parallel aggregation scheme for coarsening on large distributed-
memory architectures. The method, named coarsening based on compatible weighted
matching was first introduced in [20] and is already available in the sequential package
described in [19]. A first parallel version of the method, exploiting fine-grained paral-
lelism and specifically tailored for single GPU device is described in [6]. The method
is independent of any heuristics or a priori information on the near kernel of A, i.e.,
the lower part of the range of eigenvalues of the system matrix A, which is generally
used to obtain good-quality aggregates, and it is a completely automatic procedure
applicable to general s.p.d. systems. Furthermore, the coupled coarsening based on
compatible weighted matching has the advantage of building coarse matrices which
are well-balanced among parallel processes; there is no need for special treatment of
process-boundary dofs accounting for inter-processes coupling, as often happens in
the coarsening procedures available in widely used software libraries. Finally, there is
a significant flexibility in the choice of the size of aggregates: it is possible to have an
almost arbitrarily aggressive coarsening.
The coarsening based on compatible weighted matching is a recursive procedure
which starts from the adjacency graph G = (V, E) associated with the sparse matrix
A, where the vertex set V consists of the row/column indices of A and the edge set E
corresponds to the index pairs (i, j) of the nonzero entries in A. A matching M in the
graph G is a subset of edges such that no two edges are incident on the same vertex.
Graph matching is a general way to obtain partitions of graphs and was proposed
for aggregation-based AMG methods in previous work [12, 11]. In our method we
associate to the graph G a suitable edge weight matrix C, computed from the matrix
A and an arbitrary vector w, and exploit the maximum product matching as a tool
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to obtain good quality aggregates to obtain fast convergent AMG preconditioners. In
more details, let C be the following weight matrix:
(3.2) (C)i,j = ci,j = 1− 2ai,jwiwj
ai,iw2i + aj,jw
2
j
,
where ai,j are the entries of A and w = (wi)
n
i=1 is a given vector, and let M be a
maximum product matching in the graph G with edge weight matrix C, i.e. M =
arg maxM′
∏
(i,j)∈M′ cij . By applying a maximum product matching we can define
the aggregates {Gj}npj=1 for the row/column indices I of matrix A, consisting of pairs
of indices, where np = |M | is the cardinality of the graph matchingM. Equivalently,
we are decomposing the index set as
I =
np⋃
i=1
Gi, Gi ∩ Gj = ∅ if i 6= j.
We observe that in case of sub-optimal matching, not all vertices will be endpoints
of matched edges: we may have unmatched vertices. In this case, each unmatched
vertex corresponds to a singleton Gi, and ns is their number. We can identify for
each edge ei7→j ∈M the vectors:
we =
1√
w2i + w
2
j
[
wi
wj
]
.
Given the above vectors, and fixing an ordering of the indices which moves all the
unknowns corresponding to unmatched vertices at the bottom, we can define a pro-
longator:
(3.3) P =
(
P˜ 0
0 W
)
∈ Rn×nc ,
where:
P˜ = blockdiag(we1 , . . . , wenp),
W = diag(wl/|wl|), l = 1, . . . , ns, corresponds to unmatched vertices and nc =
np + ns. The matrix P we have just built is a piecewise constant interpolation oper-
ator whose range includes, by construction, the vector w. The recursive application
of the above procedure defines an unsmoothed-type aggregation coarsening whose
quality and convergence analysis have been discussed in [18]; the analysis allows an
a posteriori evaluation of the quality of the aggregates and highlights the connection
between the choice of the aggregates and the so-called compatible relaxation princi-
ple, originally introduced in [9] as a general way to obtain good-quality coarsening in
AMG. Good choices for the vector w are obtained by using algebraically smooth vec-
tors with respect to A, i.e. performing a few iterations of an A-convergent smoother
M on an arbitrary sample vector (see [18] for details). In the recursive application of
the basic pairwise aggregation method, at each new level the input weighted graph
G = (V, E , C) corresponds to the adjacency graph of the computed coarse matrix
whose weights are obtained by involving the restriction of the fine-level vector w on
the coarse space. It is possible to combine multiple steps of the basic pairwise aggre-
gation by computing the product of m consecutive pairwise prolongators, to obtain
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a more aggressive coarsening; the resulting aggregates merge multiple pairs and have
an almost arbitrary large size nc = 2
m.
As already observed, the prolongation operator P we used for moving between
coarse and fine levels corresponds to a piecewise constant interpolation operator. In
such a case the V-cycle proves inadequate to obtain an optimal AMG; it is then
necessary to employ more robust cycles such as general Algebraic Multilevel Iteration
(AMLI) [37]. In this study we employ a Krylov-based MG cycle (K-cycle), where at
each level except the fine and the coarsest ones, we apply two iterations of a Flexible
Conjugate Gradient (FCG) method with the already defined AMG method starting
on the current level as preconditioner [32].
An alternative to improve convergence while still employing a single V-cycle is to
consider the use of a more accurate interpolation operator obtained by applying one
step of a weighted-Jacobi smoother to the basic piecewise constant interpolation, as in
the smoothed aggregation AMG introduced in [36]. Then, the actual prolongator P is
obtained from P as P = (I−ωD−1A)P , where D = diag(A) and ω = 1/‖D−1A‖∞ ≈
1/ρ(D−1A), with ρ(D−1A) the spectral radius of D−1A. We will provide results for
this choice in the experiments section.
The main kernels in the coarsening based on compatible weighted matching are
therefore the computation of a maximum product matching in edge-weighted graph,
the sparse matrix-sparse matrix products needed to apply multiple steps of pairwise
aggregation and to compute the Galerkin product, and, finally, the sparse matrix-
vector product with matrix PT needed to restrict the vector w from finer to coarser
level.
The computation of a maximum product matching in edge-weighted graph can be
transformed into the classic maximum weight matching by maximizing the following
additive weight function:
−
∑
(i,j)∈M
(log max
i
|cij | − log |cij |), cij 6= 0.
The computation of an optimal maximum weight matching in a parallel setting is not
a trivial task because the corresponding algorithm is intrinsically sequential. Indeed,
practical approaches are based on a relaxation of the optimality requirement and look
for solutions which approximate the optimal weight. In our parallel coarsening we
use the MatchBox-P software library, which implements the parallel algorithm for the
computation of half-approximate maximum weight matching described in [15]. This
algorithm has a complexity O(|E|∆), where |E| is the cardinality of the graph edge
set and ∆ is the maximum vertex degree1, and guarantees a solution that is at least
half of the optimal weight. It is based on the idea of identifying locally dominant
edges, i.e., edges with largest weight for both the end-vertices. MatchBox-P supports
data distributions arising from general row-block sparse matrix parallel distribution
and implements some forms of message aggregation and overlapping between com-
munication and computation to reduce the impact of the data communication on the
parallel efficiency. It uses MPI asynchronous communication functionalities and was
demonstrated to have good weak scalability properties for large graphs resulting from
2D PDE discretization on up to tens of thousands of parallel cores.
The construction of the multilevel hierarchy requires the computation of a number
of parallel matrix-matrix products where the matrices are sparse. The implementation
of this kernel can logically be split in two parts: the data exchange and the local
1The degree of a vertex is the number of edges that are incident on it.
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computations. If we are computing the product A×B, any given process will own a
subset of the rows of A; to compute the product it will need not only the same subset
of rows of B, but also the rows of B corresponding to the column indices of non-zero
entries in A, including halo indices. The data exchange is thus essentially the same
as the halo data exchange for vectors in a matrix-vector product, with the twist that
items being exchanged are rows of sparse matrices, and in general the rows will be
of differing lengths, and this must be accounted for in the use of the basic PSBLAS
data structures for halo data exchange. An additional twist applies here: during the
process of collecting remote matrix rows, the set of column indices on each process will
in general expand, and hence there will be an impact on the support data structures.
Once the matrix pieces have been converted to local numbering we can use any serial
sparse-matrix by sparse-matrix product code to complete the computation.
3.3. Parallel Smoothers and Coarsest Solvers. Efficient AMG relies on
robust smoothers. A smoother is a convergent iterative method which is able to
swiftly reduce the error components associated to the large eigenvalues of the system.
For s.p.d. matrices, we consider A-convergent smoothers, represented by a matrix
operator M , such that ‖I −M−1A‖A < 1. A common choice with a good smoothing
factor is the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method, which is based on the convergent splitting of
the system matrix A = M −N , with M = L+D and N = −LT , where D = diag(A)
and L is the lower triangular part of A. However, the GS method is intrinsically
sequential; in parallel we typically use an inexact block-Jacobi version of it, where in
the portion of the row-block local to each process the method acts as the GS method.
This version is commonly known as Hybrid GS (HGS) and has been demonstrated to
be a convergent smoother, with better smoothing properties than the Block-Jacobi
method when the local diagonal block of the matrix is sufficiently large with respect
to the off-diagonal portion [4]. This dependence of the smoothing properties of HGS
on the size of local diagonal blocks of the distributed matrix may have an important
impact for AMG when very large numbers of parallel cores have to be employed.
Indeed, for coarser-level matrices, where the size of local diagonal block is reduced and
the matrix becomes denser, the off-diagonal part becomes heavier and the smoothing
properties of HGS may degrade. In this setting a weighted version of the method,
named `1−HGS, can be useful. `1−HGS is A-convergent and its smoothing properties
appear less sensitive to the number of parallel cores and to the size of local diagonal
blocks of the matrix, as discussed in [4]. Let A be divided in np blocks of size nb×n,
as in a general row-block parallel distribution involving np processes, and let App be
the corresponding diagonal block of A. Starting from the usual decomposition of the
block as App = Lpp+Dpp+L
T
pp, where Dpp = diag(App) and Lpp is the lower triangular
part of App, the `1−HGS method is an inexact block-Jacobi method, defined by the
following diagonal block matrix:
(3.4) M`1−HGS = diag((M`1−HGS)p)p=1,...np,
where (M`1−HGS)p = Lpp +Dpp +D`1p, with D`1p the diagonal matrix whose entries
are:
(3.5) (d`1)
nb
i=1 =
∑
j
∈ Ωnbp |aij |.
In the above definition Ωnbp is the set of indices of the p-th block of A outside the
diagonal block App. Note that the matrix blocks do not necessarily have the same
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size, i.e. nb can different for each of the np blocks. For nb = 1, `1−HGS becomes the
so-called `1−Jacobi smoother which is A−convergent and generally has good smooth-
ing properties. It is of particular interest for our aims, since its application allows
to efficiently exploit the high level of parallelism of GPU accelerators, whereas the
application of the `1-HGS method is inefficient due to need of apply the intrinsically
sequential triangular solve involved in the inversion of the diagonal blocks in (3.4).
In the present study we also experiment with sparse approximate inverses since
they do not require solving an auxiliary linear systems and have as their main kernel
a sparse matrix-vector product, whose efficient implementation is available in the
PSBLAS GPU plugin. There exist several different algorithms for computing a sparse
approximate inverse; we focus here on the inversion and sparsification of an incomplete
factorization introduced in [35]. This strategy is based on the application of a sparse
inversion technique for the triangular factors of an existing incomplete factorization
in the form M = LDLT , where, as usual, D is a diagonal matrix and L is lower
triangular with an all ones main diagonal. In this way an expression for
M−1 = L−TD−1L−1 = ZD−1ZT
is obtained, and the application of the smoother is reduced to the computation of a
matrix-vector product. To have sparse expressions for the incomplete factorization
of A−1 it is necessary to employ a sparsification process during the computation
of the matrix M−1, i.e., a sparsification process for the matrix Z. As discussed
in [35], and analyzed in detail in [8], the sparsification can be based on either a
thresholding procedure or a positional dropping; we refer to [7, Chapter 3.5] for a
complete discussion. As for the other smoothers, we will always consider the case of
computing the decomposition M for the diagonal blocks App of A, in a parallel block-
Jacobi setting, by means of the positional sparsification technique, i.e., the INVK
variant from [8, Algorithm 2].
We can also consider the `1-modification of this smoother by using again the
modified block decomposition with the D`1,p matrix in (3.5), that is, by computing
the approximate inverse of the App +D`1,p blocks.
It is possible to define damped or weighted versions of all these methods, that is,
to introduce the modified iteration
x(k+1) = (I − ωM−1A)x(i) + ωM−1b;
a sufficient condition for convergence is that ω ∈ (0, 2/ρ(M−1A)). When all the
eigenvalues of M−1A are real and positive the best convergence ratio is obtained at
the midpoint of the extreme eigenvalues ωopt = 2/(λmin(M
−1A) + λmax(M−1A).
Following the line of reasoning in [4], to evaluate the smoothing properties of the
selected smoothers we can perform a smoothing analysis, for a fixed projector P , by
looking at the spectral radius of the error propagation matrix in (3.1) for the two grid
method using only a pre-smoothing step:
‖I −BA‖2A = ‖(I − P (PTAP )−1PTA)(I −M−1A)‖2A ≤ 1−
1
K
;
for the convergence constant K it holds
K = sup
e
‖(I − PR)e‖2
M
‖e‖2A
≥ 1, M = MT (MT +M −A)−1M,
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where R is any matrix such that PR is a projection onto Range(P ). If we use the
prolongator P in (3.3), we have that R = (PTDP )−1PTD, with D = diag(A), defines
the coarse grid variables, and is such that RP = Inc , with Inc the identity matrix of
size nc. We can then consider the associated full-rank matrix S ∈ R(n−nc)×n such
that RS = 0, that is, S = blockdiag(w⊥e1 , . . . , w
⊥
enp), with
w⊥e =
1√
w2j/aii + w
2
i /ajj
[ −wj/aii
wi/ajj
]
.
Finally, we can explicitly compute K from [23]:
(3.6) K =
1
λmin
[
(STMS)−1(STAS)
] ,
and use it to compare the smoothing properties for different choices ofM while keeping
fixed the remaining parts of the hierarchy. In Table 1 we report the constant K relative
to the application of the parallel smoothers we have discussed in this section in a
two-level method built by our matching based parallel coarsening, for a 3D Laplace
equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on a unit cube.
Table 1: Convergence constant K from (3.6) for various smoothers for the homoge-
neous 3D Laplacian problem with parallel coarsening based on compatible weighted
matching. The global size of the problem is m = 24 × 24 × 24 distributed over np
processes using a 3D block distribution. By INVK we denote here the approximate
inverse computed from the incomplete LU factorization with 0 levels of fill-in, and
admitting a single level of fill-in in the inversion procedure.
Unsmoothed prolongator with 3 sweeps of pairwise aggregation
m np HGS `1−HGS HINVK `1−INVK HINVK `1−INVK
ω = 1 ωopt
4096 1 1.3766 1.3766 1.5562 1.5562 1.0024 1.0024
2048 2 1.4194 1.5270 1.5273 1.7196 1.0356 1.0812
1024 4 1.4587 1.6621 1.6093 2.2149 1.2593 1.3638
512 8 1.4744 1.7803 1.8284 2.6713 1.5345 1.6147
256 16 1.4945 1.8230 1.8608 2.7307 1.5589 1.5816
128 32 1.5149 1.8682 1.8977 2.7972 1.5875 1.5669
64 64 1.5335 1.9162 1.9390 2.8715 1.6198 1.5736
32 128 1.5880 2.0343 2.0272 3.0707 1.7469 1.6461
16 256 1.6406 2.1594 2.1440 3.3688 1.9108 1.7678
8 512 1.6665 2.3088 2.3137 3.7280 2.1317 1.9254
l1-Jacobi 5.6220
We can observe that all the smoothers considered here have good smoothing
properties, leading to good convergent two-level AMG. HGS appears to have the best
behavior, with no significant deterioration for decreasing block size. HINVK also
produces good convergence constants for decreasing block size. Using the optimal
value for ω, as expected, improves the convergence, however using ω = 1 does not
degrade K in a significant way. Finally, we note that `1 versions of the smoothers
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do not seem to improve K: the constant value is generally worse than that of the
corresponding standard smoother.
In AMG4PSBLAS we provide interfaces to some of the widely used parallel direct
solvers, such as SuperLU [29] and MUMPS [1]. However, using direct solvers at the
coarsest level of an AMG method on many thousands of parallel cores can be very
expensive, because the coarsest-level matrix tends to have a small size, therefore the
cost of data communication dominates the local arithmetic computations. Sometimes,
as in the Hypre library, the coarsest-level system is solved by a subset of parallel cores,
leaving many processes idle, then the solution is redistributed to all the processes in
order to proceed. In this study we focus on a distributed coarsest solver involving all
the parallel cores and limiting the maximum size of the coarsest-level matrix to a suf-
ficiently large size. In order to have an effective parallel solution of the corresponding
coarsest system we exploit a preconditioned version of the Conjugate Gradient (CG)
Method, coupled with block-Jacobi preconditioners, as available in PSBLAS.
4. Model Problem and Computational Environments. To benchmark our
code, we consider the solution of the Laplace equation in 3D, i.e., the self-adjoint
elliptic partial differential equation of the form
(4.1) −∇ · (K∇u) = f , in [0, 1]3,
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, K = 1, and unitary right-hand side.
The discretization of this problem is obtained by the usual 7-points finite difference
stencil, that reads as
6ui,j,k − ui−1,j,k − ui+1,j,k − ui,j−1,k − ui,j+1,k − ui,j,k−1 − ui,j,k+1
h2
= fi,j,k ≡ 1,
for i, j, k = 1, . . . , n, and h = 1/(n+1)2, and with ui,j,k = u(ih, jh, kh) ≡ 0 on ∂[0, 1]3.
The choice of this model problem satisfies two requirements: on the one hand it
allows for comparisons with results available in the literature [31, 5], and on the other
hand it is of interest because it is representative of the computational kernel at the
core of two of the flagship applications included in the EoCoE II project. Indeed, the
Large Eddy Simulation of wind-turbines models in Alya [38], and the simulation of 3D
hydrologic models, simulating surface and 3D subsurface flows based on the solution
of the Richard’s and kinematic wave equations in Parflow [28], both reduce to elliptic
equations similar in nature to (4.1).
For the performance results in section 5 we investigate weak scalability: we aim
to show that our solvers scale (almost) linearly with the amount of resources. For this
task we consider two computational frameworks. The first one is a purely distributed
context in which the resources to be considered for the weak scaling are the number
of MPI ranks. The second one is a hybrid context in which we exploit both the dis-
tributed MPI architecture and the use of GPU accelerators; therefore the resources
in this case are CUDA devices, i.e., the number of accelerators. In both cases, the
resulting linear system is distributed by means of a block 3D distribution: the MPI
ranks are arranged in a Cartesian grid similar to the cubic grid induced by the dis-
cretization, and the unknowns in each discretization block are then assigned to the
corresponding process. The weak scalability tests is then performed by a number of
subsequent refinements of the mesh in such a way that, as the number of processes is
increased, the number of unknowns per process is constant.
The machines we used for our experiments are the MareNostrum 4 and Piz
Daint supercomputers from the Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe
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(PRACE). MareNostrum 4 is a supercomputer operated by the Barcelona Supercom-
puting Center. It is based on Intel Xeon Platinum processors, Lenovo SD530 Compute
Racks with a Linux Operating System (SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP2) and
an Intel Omni-Path interconnection. Its 3,456 nodes are equipped with 2x Intel Xeon
Platinum 8160 24C at 2.1 GHz for a gross total of 153,216 cores, ranking the machine
at the thirty-seventh position in the June 2020 TOP500 2 list. Piz Daint is a super-
computer operated the Swiss National Supercomputing Center. It is based on the
Cray Model XC40/Cray XC50 architecture with 5704 hybrid compute nodes (Intel
Xeon E5-2690 v3 with Nvidia Tesla P100 accelerator), and 1431 multicore compute
nodes (Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4), using the Cray Aries routing and communications
ASIC with Dragonfly network topology. The gross total of cores is 387,872 and it is
ranked at the tenth position in the June 2020 TOP500 2.
5. Performance Results. To measure the overall performance of the parallel
AMG preconditioners introduced in this paper we focus on both algorithmic and im-
plementation scalability. Perfect algorithmic scalability is achieved when ρ(B−1A) ≈
1 independently of the global size n of the linear system; implementation scalability
on the other hand corresponds to having an optimal application cost for B−1 that is
O(n) flops per iteration while achieving parallel speedup proportional to the number
of processes employed. In all cases we use the AMG methods as preconditioners for
a Flexible Conjugate Gradient (FCG) algorithm. Algorithmic scalability can be an-
alyzed by looking at the number of iterations needed by FCG, as the size n grows,
to achieve a relative residual norm of 10−6; implementation scalability is analyzed by
considering both the total solve time for the procedure as well as the average time per
iteration. We also analyze the timings for the preconditioner setup with increasing
number of processes; all the timings reported in the figures are in seconds.
Regarding the memory occupancy of the proposed multigrid hierarchies, one quan-
titative measure is given by the operator complexity
opc =
∑nl−1
l=0 nnz(Al)
nnz(A0)
> 1.
To identify the different algorithmic variants implemented in AMG4PSBLAS and
analyzed in our experiments, we use the labeling convention described in Table 2:
the overall name reported in the figures and in the analysis is obtained by combining
together the labels of the various components. Note that for both AMG cycles we
employed (the K-cycle and V-cycle) we apply 1 pre-smoothing and 1 post-smoothing
step; as coarsest solver we use a version of the CG method coupled with a Block-
Jacobi preconditioner. The iterative solution of the coarsest system is stopped when
the relative residual is less than 10−4 or the number of iterations is larger than 30. In
all the experiments discussed in this paper, we applied the parallel coarsening based
on compatible weighted matching starting from a vector w of all ones, since this vector
is in the near kernel of our model test case. Furthermore, we used the library default
approach which sets a target size of the coarsest-level matrix and stops the coarsening
procedure as soon as the coarse matrix size is less than or equal to the target; in the
experiments with the pure MPI version of the library we set maxsize = 200 × np,
where np is the number of cores.
5.1. Performance of the smoothers. In this section we analyze performance
results obtained by using the smoothers discussed in Table 1 on CPU cores of Piz
2Refer to https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2020/06/.
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Table 2: Strings identifying each preconditioner we consider in the analysis are built by
combination of the strings identifying the various algorithmic variants, e.g., the multi-
grid preconditioner based on a K-cycle, with three sweeps of unsmoothed matching,
one sweep of forward/backward `1−Hybrid Gauss-Seidel smoother and a precondi-
tioned Krylov method as coarsest solver.
K PMC3 l1HGS PKR
Cycle
K
V
Aggregation
Unsmoothed Parallel
Matching 3/4
Smoothed Parallel
Matching 3/4
Smoothed VBM
Smoother
Hybrid Gauss-
Seidel
l1–Hybrid Gauss-
Seidel
INVK
l1–INVK
l1–Jacobi
Coarsest solver
Preconditioned
Krylov Method
Daint. We compare the different versions of the HGS smoothers and of HINVK
smoothers (with ω = 1) within the K-cycle when the AMG hierarchy is obtained by
the unsmoothed parallel coarsening based on compatible weighted matching with 3
sweeps of basic pairwise aggregation, i.e., when the size of aggregates is at most 8. We
refer to this types of preconditoners as KPMC3 types. We consider weak scalability
with 256× 103 dofs per core and up to 16384 cores, i.e., we reach an overall number
of ∼ 4.2× 109 dofs.
In Fig. 1a we observe that for all smoothers we obtain a good algorithmic scal-
ability, with the number of iterations ranging from 11 to 18. The HGS smoother is
generally a little better than the `1-HGS, which sometimes requires 1 or 2 additional
iterations. For a wide range of number of cores, `1-HINVK requires a few iterations
less than HGS, but when the largest core count is used HGS is better. In Fig. 1b we
report the solve time per FCG iteration for the different preconditioners. We observe
that all the preconditioners show a very good implementation scalability with a max-
imum time per iteration of 0.22 seconds on 16384 cores, corresponding to a solve time
of 5× 10−11 seconds per dof.
HGS shows a consistently good behavior with increasing number of cores which is
reflected in the total solve time, as shown in Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2b we show the setup time
for the different preconditioners, including the setup of the AMG hierarchy, the setup
of the smoother operators at each level of the hierarchy, and the setup of the coarsest-
level solver. The setup of the preconditoners with the HINVK smoothers requires a
somewhat larger time; this is due to the additional (local) computations needed to
perform the approximate inversion, whereas the HGS smoothers only require memory
copies to generate the matrix splitting. The smoother setup time is completely flat,
since it only depends on the size of the local matrix, whereas the hierarchy setup time
tends to grow with the number of cores/size of the systems, hence the gap between
the curves for the total setup time in Fig. 2b tends to close.
In all cases the setup times show good scalability with a sub-linear increase for
increasing number of cores and dofs. We did the same analysis with a more aggressive
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Fig. 1: Weak scaling results 256k dofs per core. Number of iterations and time per
iteration for different smoothers when KPMC3-type preconditioners is used.
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Fig. 2: Weak scaling results 256k dofs per core. Execution times for the solve and
setup for different smoothers when KPMC3-type preconditioners are used.
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coarsening using 4 sweeps of basic pairwise aggregation, i.e., when the size of aggre-
gates is at most 16, which we denote as KPMC4-type preconditioners. In Fig. 3a-3b
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Fig. 3: Weak scaling results 256k dofs per core. Number of iterations and time per
iteration for different smoothers when KPMC4-type preconditioners are used.
we report number of iterations and solve time per iterations, respectively, when the
different preconditioners are applied. As expected, in this case the number of iter-
ations is generally larger than the case of KPMC3 preconditioners, however we still
get a fairly good numerical scalability, with a moderate increase in the number of
iterations for increasing number of cores. The best convergence behavior is obtained
when HINVK smoothers are employed, while the minimum number of iterations is
generally obtained by `1-HINVK. This good convergence behavior balances the small
increase in solve time per iteration required by the HINVK smoothers, resulting in
a total solve time which is generally better when `1-HINVK is employed, except on
16384 cores, where HINVK and HGS obtain a slightly better solve time (see Fig. 4a).
For the sake of completeness we report in Fig. 4b the setup time for the different
preconditioners based on the more aggressive coarsening, showing a behavior similar
to that of the KMPC3-type preconditioners.
We finally note that all the KPMC3-type preconditioners have an operator com-
plexity of about 1.14, while the operator complexity of the KPMC4-type precondi-
tioners is very close to 1, corresponding to very moderate memory requirements for
the storage of AMG hierarchies.
5.2. Comparison with Hypre. We now compare our preconditioners with some
of those available in the Hypre library [22], using default algorithmic parameters for
best practice. Specifically, we compare with three different coarsening approaches,
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Fig. 4: Weak scaling results 256k dofs per core. Execution times for the solve and
setup for different smoothers when KPMC4-type preconditioners are used.
i.e., Falgout [27], [40, section 3.2], HMIS [21], and HMIS1 [41, section 3]; we refer
to section SM2 in the supplementary materials for a more extensive discussion of
their features. All these coarsening schemes are used to generate an AMG hierar-
chy which is applied as a V-cycle preconditioner for a CG method, with one sweep
of forward/backward HGS being applied as pre/post-smoother. Default choices are
used for the coarsest system, where a direct method is employed; using the same no-
tation applied for our preconditioners, the three Hypre preconditioners are denoted,
respectively, VFHGSPLU, VHMISHGSPLU, and VHMIS1HGSPLU. We compare the
preconditioners from Hypre with the KPMC3HGSPKR method in AMG4PSBLAS and
with the VSVBMHGSPKR preconditioner, based on the parallel decoupled version of
the smoothed aggregation strategy from [36, 34], implemented in the previous version
of the library [13, 17], i.e., MLD2P4 v. 2.2. For these experiments we used the Mare-
Nostrum machine up to 8192 cores. We detail first, in Fig. 5, the operator complexity
obtained by the different coarsening approaches; we can observe that the new strategy
based on parallel approximate matching consistently produces the smallest operator
complexity, thus reducing the memory occupancy for the preconditioner. Note that
VFHGSPLU shows the smallest number of iterations ranging from 9 to 14: this is the
benefit accrued by the large operator complexity of the corresponding AMG hierarchy.
On the other hand, KPMC3HGSPRK shows a very good algorithmic scalability, with
number of iterations ranges from 11 to 16, even if operator complexity and memory
requirements are about 5 times smaller than those of VFHGSPLU. All the other pre-
conditioners show a more significant increase in the number of iterations with respect
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Fig. 5: Comparison with Hypre 256k dofs per core. Operator complexity and number
of iterations for different preconditioners.
to the problem size.
To complement this information we look also at the setup time for all the pre-
conditioners. From the results in Fig. 6 we observe that using KPMC3HGSPRK
tends to have a similar cost to that of the Hypre preconditioners, but VFHGSPLU
shows the largest setup time. VSVBMHGSPKR, based on a decoupled smoothed
aggregation, has a clear advantage in the setup cost due to the absence of communi-
cation in the aggregation algorithm, and, as expected, obtains the best speedup for
the setup phase. Very good speedups are also shown by KPMC3HGSPRK, which
confirms the effectiveness of the parallel implementations of all the computational
kernels described in sections 3.2-3.3. If we look at the solve phase in Fig.7, we can
see that KPMC3HGSPRK has generally the best solve time with respect to the other
preconditioners, except on 8192 cores, where VFHGSPLU seems to be slightly better.
The speedups of the solve phase for all preconditioners are broadly comparable.
5.3. Performance results towards extreme scale. In this section we discuss
scalability results obtained on Piz Daint, running tests with 512 × 103 dofs per core
up to 28800 cores, i.e., we reach an overall number of ∼ 1.5× 1010 dofs; in the same
vein, we also analyze results obtained with GPU accelerators (in the solve phase). In
the latter case we run tests with 12 × 512 × 103 ∼ 6.2 × 106 dofs per GPU, and up
to 2048 GPUs, i.e, we reach an overall number dofs of more than 1.2× 1010; in these
experiments on GPUs we keep the same amount of memory per node, hence each
GPU will handle the same number of dofs as 12 CPU cores. In the same vein, we stop
the coarsening process for the setup of the multilevel hierarchy when the maximum
size of the coarsest matrix is 12 × 200 × np, where np is the number of GPUs, i.e.
with the same size of coarsest matrix per node.
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We begin with results on pure MPI; for the sake of space, we limit our discussion
to preconditioners using the HGS smoother. We compare the KPMC3HGSPKR and
KPMC4HGSPKR preconditioners, using the K-cycle in the application of an AMG
hierarchy where unsmoothed prolongators are employed, with the VSPMC3HGSPKR
and VSPMC4HGSPKR preconditioners, which use the V-cycle coupled with the
smoothed version of the prolongators.
In Fig. 8a we show the operator complexity of the multilevel hierarchies corre-
sponding to all preconditioners. As expected, the operator complexity of the VSPMC-
type preconditioners, with smoothed prolongators, is larger than that of the corre-
sponding KPMC-type preconditioners, since the coarse matrices are more dense than
those built with the unsmoothed prolongators. Nevertheless, when aggregates of size
8 are built, the operator complexity is about 1.9, while when aggregates of size 16 are
employed, the operator complexity is about 1.3. This indicates that even for VSPMC-
type preconditioners, the memory requirements for the AMG hierarchies are less than
double the memory needed for the system matrix. Moreover, despite the small opera-
tor complexity, the numerical scalability of all the preconditioners is very satisfactory;
in Fig. 8b we see that KPMC3HGSPKR requires a number of iterations ranging from
12 to 18, while KPMC4HGSPKR requires a number of iterations ranging from 17 to
23, showing a small increase in iterations despite a reduction in operator complexity,
and preserving numerical scalability for increasing number of cores. The VSPMC-
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Fig. 8: Weak Scaling results for 512k dofs per core. Operator complexity and number
of iterations.
type preconditioners, employing the smoothed version of the prolongators and a less
expensive cycle, generally require a smaller number of iterations than the correspond-
ing KPMC-type preconditioners for number of cores smaller than 8192. However, we
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also observe an oscillatory behavior in the number of iterations for increasing number
of cores, which does not appear in the case of KPMC-type preconditioners. Taking a
closer look at this behavior, we observe that the cyclic increase in the number of iter-
ations corresponds to a reduction in the convergence rate of the V-cycle method due
to the presence of a large number of singletons in the basic pairwise aggregation with
weighted matching; this manifests itself in the reduction of the final average coarsen-
ing ratio3 at each level of the hierarchy. In this case the projection of the vector w
on the singletons does not represent well the projection of the smallest eigenmode of
the system matrix, and therefore the convergence of the corresponding AMG method
degrades, as shown in the analysis of the quality of aggregates in [18]. The presence of
a large number of singletons depends on the correlation between the original matrix
distribution and the ability of the matching algorithm to obtain maximum cardinal-
ity matching. This last optimality property is not guaranteed by ParMatch, since the
priority of the implemented algorithm is the computation of a matching with optimal
weight. This aspect is under investigation in order to identify the best trade-off be-
tween optimal weight and optimal cardinality in the weighted matching algorithm to
be used in our parallel coarsening. We finally note that the deterioration in the quality
of the AMG hierarchy when the coarsening ratio is not optimal has little to no effect
in the KPMC-type preconditioners, since the use of the more robust K-cycle recov-
ers a good convergence behavior. Despite some increase in the number of iterations
for some configurations of core numbers, VSPMC3HGSPKR always obtains the best
solve time with respect to the KPMC-type preconditioner; this is due to its smaller
application time per iteration (from 0.06 to 0.21 seconds). In Fig. 9a the application
of the more expensive K-cycle shows its effect on the solve time, especially when in-
creasing the number of cores. Better solve times than the KPMC-type preconditioners
are also obtained by VSPMC4HGPKR for increasing number of cores, showing that
the use of V-cycle coupled with smoothed prolongators, albeit at a small increase in
the setup cost (see Fig. 9b), is the best choice for extreme scalability. For the sake
of completeness we report in Figs. 9d-9c the speedups obtained; we observe a very
similar behavior for all methods, displaying a smooth increase with increasing number
of cores, and demonstrating the good implementation scalability of all computational
kernels.
The GPU plugin of PSBLAS allows us to run the solve phase on a cluster of GPUs,
implementing the preconditioned FCG method coupled with some of the precondi-
tioners included in AMG4PSBLAS. The plugin implements efficient GPU versions of
the sparse matrix-vector products and vector-vector operations, such as vector up-
dates and scalar products, including the necessary MPI communications [14, 25]. In
the following we discuss results obtained by employing VSPMC3-type precondition-
ers coupled with both the HINVK and `1−Jacobi smoothers, whose implementation
on GPU users the sparse matrix-vector kernel. We compare VSPMC3HINVKPKR
and VSPMC3L1JACPKR, when they are coupled with the FCG iterative solver; in
the case of VSPMC3HINVKPKR, we apply HINVK also as preconditioner of the
CG method at the coarsest level, while for VSPMC3L1JACPKR we use `1−Jacobi
both as smoother and as preconditioner for CG at the coarsest level. Note that,
due to the larger constant value of the `1−Jacobi smoother (see Tab. 1), we apply
4 pre/post-smoothing sweeps of the method at each V-cycle application, whereas
for HINVK we only apply 1 sweep. From Fig. 10a we see that both methods have
a very similar behavior, showing a number of iterations ranging from 7 to 23 for
3Coarsening ratio at a level l is defined as nl/nl+1, where nl is the matrix size at the level l.
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Fig. 9: Weak scaling results 512k dofs per core. Setup and solve time with the relative
speed-up.
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VSPMC3HINVKPKR and from 7 to 26 for VSPMC3L1JACPKR. The cost per it-
eration of VSPMC3HINVKPKR is generally better, as shown in Fig. 10b: we can
observe a cost per iteration ranging from 0.04 to 0.14 seconds, corresponding to a
solve time per dof in the range [10−12 : 10−9]. For the total solve time reported
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Fig. 10: Weak scaling results 6M dofs per GPU. Number of iterations and time per
iteration on GPUs.
in Fig.11a, we observe that the two preconditioners have a similar behaviour but
VSPMC3HINVKPKR is generally better. In Fig. 11b we also show the setup time
for both preconditioners. Note that, in the current version of the library, the setup
of the preconditioners is not yet implemented on the GPU: it is carried on a single
core of the CPU host device. We see that, as expected, VSPMC3HINVKPKR shows
larger setup costs with respect to VSPMC3L1JACPKR due to the larger cost for the
setup of the HINVK smoother. The smoother setup cost, as expected, is about con-
stant for all numbers of CPU cores, with the L1JAC smoother being less expensive
by about 2 orders of magnitude. Further development activities planned for future
releases of the library include the implementation of a hybrid OpenMP-MPI version
of the HINVK setup phase to make better use of hybrid computing nodes. Let us
observe that in time-dependent problems, such as in most of the test cases from the
EoCoE-II project, large setup times are generally well-tolerated by the computational
procedure if the solve phase is very efficient, since the same preconditioner is applied
in a very large number of time steps. An extended comparison of the behaviour of
the various preconditioners in Figures 9, and 11, is available in the supplementary
materials; in particular we have illustrated in Fig. SM1 the solve time for CPU and
GPU variants for weak scaling up to 1010 dofs.
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Fig. 11: Weak scaling results 6M dofs per GPU. Solve time on GPUs and Setup time
on CPU.
6. Conclusions. We presented a new version of a parallel preconditioners pack-
age implementing AMG methods, addressing scalability, flexibility and robusteness
for high-performance scientific computing at extreme scale. We focused on the design
and implementation of a new parallel coarsening algorithm to be used in conjunction
with highly parallel smoothers within AMG cycles for iterative solution of s.p.d. linear
systems with size larger than billions on current pre-exascale computers. Scalability
results both on CPU and on GPU accelerators are very promising and a comparison
with available software demonstrates the validity of our approaches both in terms of
algorithms and in terms of software development.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: AMG PRECONDITIONERS FOR
LINEAR SOLVERS TOWARDS EXTREME SCALE∗
PASQUA D’AMBRA† , FABIO DURASTANTE† , AND SALVATORE FILIPPONE‡
This supplementary document provides further information on the experiments
described in the paper. The sections to which the information refer have the same
name of the corresponding sections in the paper.
SM1. Parallel Smoothers and Coarsest Solvers. To describe the effect of
using different smoothers in the AMG algorithm, we have used the two-level conver-
gence analysis based on the computation of the constant K to bound the spectral
radius of the error propagation matrix of the method, i.e:
‖I −BA‖2A = ‖(I − P (PTAP )−1PTA)(I −M−1A)‖2A ≤ 1−
1
K
,
for which it holds
K = sup
e
‖(I − PR)e‖2
M
‖e‖2A
≥ 1, M = MT (MT +M −A)−1M,
for a fixed projector P , and R any matrix such that PR is a projection ontoRange(P ).
As we mentioned in section 3.3, to improve the convergence properties of a single V-
cycle, one can consider a smoothed version of such a prolongator, i.e., a more accurate
interpolation operator obtained by applying one step of a weighted-Jacobi smoother to
the P obtained from the matching strategy. The actual prolongator P is obtained from
P as P = (I − ωD−1A)P , where D = diag(A) and ω = 1/‖D−1A‖∞ ≈ 1/ρ(D−1A),
with ρ(D−1A) the spectral radius of D−1A. In this case we no longer have an explicit
expression for the P and R needed for computing the constant K inherited from the
matching construction in section 3.2. Nevertheless, we can analyze the behavior on
the same test case by numerically computing an R such that PR is a projection onto
Range(P ). In Tab. SM1 we report the results of these computations; if we compare
them with those obtained for the unsmoothed aggregation in Tab. 1, we observe
the same behavior with respect to the smoothers, but we achieve better constants in
absolute terms. This confirms that increasing the regularity of the projection operator
leads to better convergence properties in this framework.
SM2. Comparison with Hypre. we compare our preconditioners with some
preconditioners available in the Hypre library [SM23], using default algorithmic pa-
rameters for best practices. For our choice of coarsening algorithms we consider
Falgout This is a combination of the classic Ruge-Stu¨ben and the parallel indepen-
dent set, named CLJP, coarsening algorithms. Namely an initial RS0 coars-
ening requiring no communication is built. This generates a set of coarse
variables (C-indices) for each processors, the ones that are contained in the
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Table SM1: Convergence constant K for various smoothers for the homogeneous 3D
Laplacian problem with parallel coarsening based on compatible weighted matching.
The global size of the problem is m = 24×24×24 distributed over np processes using
a 3D block distribution. By INVK we denote here the approximate inverse computed
from the incomplete LU factorization with 0 levels of fill-in, and admitting a single
level of fill-in in the inversion procedure.
Smoothed prolongator 3 sweeps of matching
m np HGS L1-HGS HINVK L1-INVK HINVK L1-INVK
ω = 1 ωopt
4096 1 1.3686 1.3686 1.5611 1.5611 1.0056 1.0056
2048 2 1.4108 1.5166 1.5293 1.5150 1.0390 1.0751
1024 4 1.4496 1.6500 1.5681 1.6318 1.2541 1.3553
512 8 1.4632 1.7443 1.7362 1.7450 1.4971 1.5554
256 16 1.4832 1.7938 1.7796 1.7966 1.5310 1.5400
128 32 1.5035 1.8435 1.8172 1.8413 1.5663 1.5371
64 64 1.5218 1.8948 1.8533 1.8836 1.6034 1.5523
32 128 1.5757 2.0123 1.9392 2.0133 1.7287 1.6242
16 256 1.6278 2.1369 2.0326 2.1491 1.8903 1.7451
8 512 1.6523 2.2833 2.1858 2.2921 2.1073 1.8999
internal points of each process are subsequently used as the first independent
set in a CLJP coarsening sweep; see [SM28], and [SM41, section 3.2].
HMIS The Hybrid Maximal Independent Set algorithm uses one pass of the Ruge-
Stu¨ben coarsening algorithm on each processor independently. The interior
coarse variables (C-indices) are then used as the first independent sets for a
parallel coarsening algorithm [SM21].
HMIS1 This is a variant of the HMIS algorithm in which 1 level of aggressive coars-
ening is used, i.e., instead of the classical Ruge-Stu¨ben coarsening algorithm a
stricter definition of connectivity is enforced resulting in sparser coarse grids;
see [SM42, section 3] for the details.
SM3. Performance results towards extreme scale. The resulting perfor-
mance of the multigrid preconditioner in term of implementation scalability depends
also on how effective the coarsening procedure is, and on how well balanced is the dis-
tribution of the coarsest matrix. We report in Tab. SM2a the average coarsening ratio
cr obtained for the Weak Scaling test with 512k dofs per node, that is, the average
of the coarsening ratio crl at each level l defined as
1
nl
∑nl−1
l=0 crl =
1
nl
∑nl−1
l=0 nl/nl+1,
with nl the matrix size at the level l. Moreover, in Tab. SM2b we report the size of
the coarsest matrix together with the minimum and maximum block size. The size of
the blocks and the minimum/maximum block sizes for the coarse matrix are the same
for both PMC3 and PMC4 aggregation strategies. The difference is that we reach this
target dimension with a hierarchy with nl = 4 instead of nl = 5, and this is reflected
in the average coarsening ration in Tab. SM2a. As we can observe, we achieve a good
load-balancing among the different cores, i.e., there is a small variation between the
size of the largest and smallest block size on each processor.
Finally, we consider Fig. SM1a and Fig. SM1b in which we summarize the result
that are discussed in detail in section 5.3. We can observe again how the smoothed ver-
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Fig. SM1: Weak scaling results. Comparison of the execution time for solve between
the pure MPI implementation of the VSPMC3HGS1PKR and KPMC3HGS1PKR pre-
conditioners, and the hybrid MPI-CUDA implementation of the VSPMC3L1JACPKR
preconditioner.
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Table SM2: Average coarsening ratio cr for the weak scalability test with 512k dofs
per node while using the PMC3 and PMC4 coarsening strategy, and information on
the block-distribution of the coarsest matrix.
(a) average coarsening ratio
Aggregation PMC3 PMC4
np nl cr nl cr
1 5 8.00 4 16.00
2 5 7.75 4 15.35
4 5 8.00 4 16.00
8 5 8.00 4 16.00
16 5 7.79 4 15.46
32 5 7.84 4 15.57
64 5 8.00 4 16.00
128 5 7.80 4 15.48
256 5 7.86 4 15.62
512 5 8.00 4 16.00
1024 5 7.81 4 15.50
2048 5 7.86 4 15.63
4096 5 8.00 4 16.00
8192 5 7.81 4 15.49
16384 5 7.86 4 15.63
28800 5 7.90 4 15.74
(b) Coarsest matrix block distribution
block size coarsest
np min max size
1 125 125 125
2 132 154 286
4 128 128 512
8 125 125 1000
16 131 151 2239
32 125 147 4345
64 125 125 8000
128 122 153 17688
256 124 146 34469
512 125 125 64000
1024 119 159 140935
2048 119 150 274770
4096 125 125 512000
8162 113 158 1128568
16384 136 143 2200799
28800 121 149 3781447
sion of the preconditioner using a V-cycle consistently achieve shorter solution times
with respect to the corresponding unsmoothed version. Moreover, when we compare
these results with the GPU version of the VSPMC3L1JACPKR preconditioner we
observe that the hybrid approach permits savings in the solve time and, possibly even
more importantly, large savings in the energy consumption, since to reach the same
number of dofs and very similar execution time per linear iteration we need to use
less CPU nodes.
SM4. Software. The development versions of the PSBLAS, PSBLAS-GPU and
AMG4PSBLAS, can be obtained from the website https://psctoolkit.github.io/. The
new extension, containing the aggregation strategy based on graph matching will be
made available by the end of the EoCoE-II project at the same address, together with
the releases of the new versions of the libraries composing the whole software toolkit.
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